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Heidi

By Johanna Spyri

Illustrated by Pamela Venus
Chapter 1: Up the Mountain

Heidi walks into town.

Heidi will live with her grandfather.

Heidi saw her friend Peter.

Peter's job is to tell his goats where to go.

Heidi met two goats: Daisy and Dusky.

Heidi danced around with the goats.
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Heidi saw her Grandfather's farm on the mountain.

Grandfather and Heidi ate a delicious dinner of bread and cheese.

Grandfather said, "Find a place to sleep."

Heidi made a bed out of hay.
The next day, Peter told Heidi about the goats.

Heidi loved the goats.

Heidi loved the mountain.

During the winter, Heidi and Grandfather made cheese.
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Chapter 2: Detie Comes Back

A priest came to Grandfather's house.

The priest wants Heidi to go to school.

Grandfather does not want Heidi to go to school.

Heidi's Aunt Detie wants Heidi to live with a rich family. The family has a girl in a wheelchair.
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Aunt Delie and Grandfather argue.

Aunt Delie took Heidi away.

Heidi wants to live with Grandfather.

Aunt Delie took Heidi on a train to the new family.
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Chapter 3: Strange Goings-On

Heidi woke up in a new town.

Heidi met Clara. Clara used a wheelchair.

Heidi wants to see the mountain.

Heidi met a boy named Sebastian.

Sebastian tells Heidi to see the mountain from the church.

Heidi did not see the mountain.
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Chapter 4: Mr. Sesemann Comes Home

Mr. Sesemann came home with presents.

Clara wants Heidi to live with her family.

Clara loves Heidi.

Heidi looks at a picture book.

Heidi sees pictures of a mountain.

Heidi wants to live in the mountains.
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Heidi dream about the mountains.

Heidi reads to Clara.

Heidi is excited.
Chapter 5: Home Again

Heidi wants to see Grandfather.

Heidi returns to her mountain home.

Grandfather and Grandmother are excited.

Heidi is home!
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Dr. Classen visits Heidi.

Dr. Classen brings presents to Heidi.

Dr. Classen says that Clara is sick.
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Chapter 6: Winter in the Village

Heidi and Grandfather move to the town.

Heidi goes to school.

Heidi visits her sick Grandmother.
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Heidi teaches Peter to read.

Peter reads to Grandmother.

Grandmother feels better.
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Chapter 7: The Unexpected Happens

It is spring.

The mountains are green. Flowers grow.

Clara wrote Heidi a letter.

Grandmother and Clara came to see Heidi.

Grandma could not walk. Clara could not walk.

Grandma and Clara used a wheelchair.
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Peter tells Clara about the mountains.

Peter wants Clara to walk.

Clara's wheelchair breaks.

Grandfather helps Clara go to the mountains.

Clara sees the flowers.
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Every day, Clara walks longer.

Clara’s legs get stronger.

Clara can walk!
Mr. Sesemann visits Heidi and Clara.

Mr. Sesemann sees Clara walk.

Mr. Sesemann is happy and hugs Clara.
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Dr. Classen buys a house.

Dr. Classen lives in the house.

Grandfather and Heidi live in the house too.

Dr. Classen helps Grandfather and Heidi.

Heidi and Grandfather help Dr. Classen.
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The End.